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ABSTRACT

Due to the current push of social Virtual Reality (VR) apps and
mobile VR headsets, users are surrounded by people in real life and
virtually. Users need a private method to authenticate payments
or login into apps. In this paper, we propose VoxAuth, a novel
voxel-based 3D authentication system, allowing users to input their
password in a private way. By using eye-gaze as a secure, input
method, people outside VR are prevented from observing the pass-
word. Sunglasses on the avatar appear during the authentication
process both as a gaze observation prevention and as a signal that
the user is still connected.

Index Terms: H.5.m [Multimedia Information Systems]: User
Interfaces —;

1 INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality (VR) is becoming a tool for social connection be-
tween users, as shown by VR applications like AltSpace, VRChat or
Horizon Worlds. Thanks to the advent of mobile VR headsets, e.g.,
Meta Quest 2, people use VR in libraries, coffee shops or classrooms
where they are surrounded by others. While using these applications
in social spaces (Fig. 1), users need to authenticate their identity,
such as to make a payment or add friends. However, due to the
nature of VR, users currently use physical movements that their
avatar mimics to add this information, which may provide clues as
to their actions to observers. This presents a security risk both in
the virtual and physical space. Minimizing the observation threat
is a high priority for secure authentication, which needs to be fast,
secure, memorable, and easy to repeat.

In this paper, we present VoxAuth, a novel, voxel-based 3D
authentication system, that addresses these needs. We designed
VoxAuth to solve two problems with authentication in VR: 1) ob-
servation threat when entering the password, and 2) difficult and
complex passwords. Next we describe how we achieved these goals:

1. Observation Threat: We use an eye-gaze input method as
users outside the virtual environment (VE) cannot see the
eye movement due to the VR head mounted display (HMD).
Users inside the VE can see the eye movement, especially
with the current generation of avatars. To prevent them from
seeing eye movement, the user’s avatar is wearing sunglasses
to cover the eyes, thus hiding gaze-based movements as a
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Figure 1: VR users in a social, physical environment, as well as a
social, immersive environment.

security concern [6]. Using the sunglasses is also a signal to
the other users, that the user is still connected with the VE
even if no movement is happening.

2. Secure and Memorable Password: We build on the cube space
idea [9], memorability of graphical passwords, and use of color
as an additional level of password complexity. In our system,
every user uploads a unique image, which is automatically
converted to a 3D voxel. Then, the user pre-selects different
voxels in places that are memorable. We enable a 3DOF ma-
nipulation of the 3D voxel matrix for additional complexity of
the password.

VoxAuth builds on previous work that investigates authentication
within VE using graphical passwords. For example, Abdelrahman
et al. [1] explored cue-based authentication benefits and Düzgün et
al. [3] investigated the advantages of graphical-based passwords for
use with HMDs. Mathis et al. [9] used eye-gaze to select color digit
combinations on a cube as a graphical password. Our proposal is
unique as we use 3D voxels created from user-selected images to
improve memorability.

2 VOXAUTH DEMO

We developed the VoxAuth demo using Unity 2021.3 version and the
Meta Quest Pro, which has integrated eye-tracking capabilities. Our
demo consists of two tasks: 1) setting the password and 2) entering
the password when surrounded by other users. Next, we describe
each task separately.

2.1 Setting the password

The first task requires the user to set their voxel-based authentication
targets. Prior to entering the VE, the user chooses an image as
their security image during account set-up. The image would be
pixelated upon upload – this provides benefits as it makes salient
targets explicit and divides the image into discrete blocks of color to
be turned into voxels. While image complexity increases security
[10], we have used a low-resolution image to provide a basis for
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understanding how gaze-based passwords [6] are chosen. For our
test, we are using a proxy image (Fig. 2) 1.

Once an image is uploaded, the system creates a 3D shape by
constructing a voxel from each color square. The depth of the matrix
is determined by color with the spectrum mapped onto scalar values
that determines depth within the cube space. In this way, every
image has a different 3D shape, providing more complex password
choices. Once the 3D matrix is automatically created, the user
selects 4 voxels to create their password using eye-gaze and the
controller. To select a voxel, the user points using their eye gaze and
selects with the controller trigger. To add a complexity layer to the
password, the cube may be rotated in 3DOF using the controller so
that not all selected voxels are on the same face of the cube space.
Selected voxels are captured as a library to verify in task 2.

Figure 2: Left: the pixelated image [8]. Right: the voxelated image in
the immersive environment.

2.2 Enter the password
For the second task, the user is still within the VE which includes
dummy avatars representing other users and is prompted to authenti-
cate to access a group. The user selects the ’enter password’ icon
and sees their voxelated authentication image. The voxel-image
can be rotated using the controller to choose targets using eye gaze
pointing. The controller trigger is used to select the target voxel
that has been indicated by the eye gaze-directed pointer. If correctly
chosen, the user is notified of successful completion of the task and
the user returns to the VE.

If a non-matching sequence is performed, the user is notified and
permitted to repeat the process until a correct sequence is entered. If
successful, the voxel-image disappears and a success notification is
displayed.

3 LIMITATIONS/CHALLENGES

Many challenges remain including understanding how users choose
graphical passwords, perceptions of strength, prediction due to vi-
sual salience [6], or effects of password reuse [2]. Additionally, it
is unknown how gaze pointing for authentication may need accom-
modation for neurodiverse users, though advantages for those with
upper extremity impairment have been recognized [7]. There are
also information management issues not clearly understood at this
time including access to iris image data [5], or how unconscious
movements may complement other data that can be identifying [4].

4 CONCLUSION

In this proposal we have created VoxAuth, a novel graphical au-
thentication method for users surrounded by people in both real
and VE for the purpose of minimizing observation threat. Using an
explicit, multimodal gaze-based pointing and controller selection,
users select target voxels that are mapped within 3D space based
upon a user-chosen image. Instead of disabling the avatar’s eye gaze,

1https://manufacturedupixel.com/pixel-creator

the user’s avatar wears a pair of sunglasses during the authentica-
tion process, both as a functional obscuring of the avatar’s eye gaze
movements as well as a signal to others that the user is busy and has
not been disconnected.

Future research should evaluate the usability of this approach,
especially for its learnability and memorability of the pattern of
target voxels. While a multimodal approach of pointing and selec-
tion has been used in this test, unimodal methods of pointing and
selection using eye gaze should be explored. More work is also
needed to understand what constitutes a strong level of security for
spatial-based targets, how prediction of visually salient targets may
affect their strength, and perceptions of strength and memorability
based on the image selection.
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